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Origin of versatile polarization state in CuInP2S6
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Exotic electric polarization-related phenomena have recently been reported in layered van der Waals material
such as CuInP2S6 and its derivatives, but the physical origin for such behaviors, especially the formation of
quadrupole-well ferroelectric states and the anomalous polarization switching between these states, has not been
clearly understood. Here, we provide a simple theoretical explanation using group theory analysis, highlighting
the role of local symmetry-determined orbital interactions between copper ions and surrounding ligands. Based
on this theory, we predict a surprising effect: carrier doping, which is commonly believed to suppress electric
polarization, can lead to enhanced polarization in CuInP2S6. Our first-principles simulations confirm this unusual
effect and further show that an elevated hole doping level can cause electric polarization to give way to emerging
ferromagnetism. Our results not only pave a way to realize ferroelectric metals, but also broaden the scope of
magnetoelectric coupling mechanisms and may help enrich the potential applications of layered ferroelectric
materials in the future.
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Introduction. Copper (Cu) is a noble metal element with
many excellent or even unique physical properties. For exam-
ple, besides its relatively low resistivity compared to elements
from the same group, such as iron and nickel, Cu is well
known for its fast diffusion in many semiconductor materials
[1,2] and its role in high-temperature superconductivity [3,4].
It has been found that the special orbital character of Cu is an
important factor underlying these properties. Unlike other 3d
elements, Cu has 3d orbitals that are relatively high in energy
and they can interact with s and/or p orbitals of surrounding
anions in the system [5,6].

Recently, a family of Cu-based van der Waals (vdW) lay-
ered compounds has attracted great attention. These are the Cu
metal thio(seleno)-phosphates CuXP2Y6 (X = In, Cr, Bi;
Y = S, Se) [7–9], and the most studied representative is
CuInP2S6 (CIPS). Research on CIPS has revealed a range of
exotic properties. For example, few-layer CIPS was confirmed
as a rare example of two-dimensional (2D) ferroelectric ma-
terial with out-of-plane polarization [10]. More interestingly,
CIPS and its derivatives has been shown to have four uniaxial
polarization states associated with quadrupole potential wells
under different Cu displacements [11,12]. These polarization
states were found to be sensitive to the interlayer distance
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or external strain, which results in giant negative longitu-
dinal piezoelectricity [13,14]. Recent studies also reported
enhanced polarization behavior at the InP2S6/CuInP2S6 inter-
face [15] and an interesting ferroelectric retention effect [16]
in CIPS. While these phenomena have been observed experi-
mentally and/or predicted by first-principles calculations, we
do not yet have a simple and unified theoretical understanding
of the underlying mechanism behind them.

In this work, first-principles calculations with group theory
analysis are employed to investigate the underlying mech-
anisms of Cu displacements and their correlation with the
polarization states in CIPS. We show that s-d coupling plays a
critical role in determining the Cu displacements in CIPS. The
s-d coupling strength is very sensitive to local site symmetry,
and its competition with s-p coupling as well as lattice strain
results in the quadrupole-well potential profile. Based on this
understanding, we predict a remarkable effect that moder-
ate hole doping can enhance electric polarization in CIPS.
This is contrary to the common belief that carrier doping
a ferroelectric (insulator) always suppresses its polarization.
Our prediction is verified by first-principles calculations on
CIPS with low doping levels (∼0.02 hole/Cu). At relatively
high doping levels (>0.25 hole/Cu), we find that the electric
polarization will be turned off and give way to a spontaneous
ferromagnetic state. We show that our theory offers a sim-
ple and unified understanding of various experimental results
on CIPS and related systems. Our work sheds light on the
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mechanism underlying the rich physics of CIPS family ma-
terials and suggests new routes for controlling electric and
magnetic orderings in these material platforms.

Methods. The first-principles calculations were performed
via the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) using
the generalized gradient approximation with the projected
augmented wave method with a 450-eV plane-wave en-
ergy cutoff. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) function was
adopted for the exchange-correlation functional [17–19]. A
�-centered k-point grid of 8 × 4 × 4 was applied for sam-
pling the Brillouin zone. The energy and force threshold
for structural optimization are 10–5 eV and 0.01 eV/Å. The
DFT-D3 vdW correction with the Becke-Jonson damping
method was considered [20]. The optimized lattice constants
obtained from our DFT calculations are a = 6.068 Å, b =
10.51 Å, c = 13.51 Å, and β = 107.34◦, which match experi-
mental ones (a = 6.0956 Å, b = 10.5645 Å, c = 13.6230 Å,
and β = 107.101◦) well [21], with errors less than 1.0%.
The projected density of states are also calculated using by
the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functional to
compare with PBE results [22]. The p-type carrier doping
is simulated by decreasing the number of electrons, and a
uniform background with opposite charge is also added to
ensure neutrality.

The polarizations of undoped CIPS were calculated using
the modern theory of polarization as implemented in VASP
[23]. For the hole-doped CIPS, we applied the hybrid Wannier
function to estimate the ill-defined polarization in metal [24].
According to modern polarization theory, the polarization was
obtained by calculating the electronic Pelectrons and ionic Pions

contributions, respectively.

Ptot = Pions + Pelectrons =
∑

i

(qizi )
ions +

occ∑
n

(
qnzWC

n

)WFs
,

(1)

where qi and zi represent the valence charge and coordinates
of ions, respectively. For doped systems, we use hybrid Wan-
nier functions incorporated in the Z2pack code [24] to obtain
the Wannier center zWC

n . A Berry potential is introduced for
the lattice periodic part of the Bloch functions as

An(k) = i〈unk|∇k|unk〉. (2)

For a one-dimensional system, the Wannier center can be
refined in terms of the Berry potential using the transforma-
tions between Wannier and Bloch representations:
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And the hybrid Wannier center can be written as

z̄n(kx, ky) = 〈n; 0, kx, ky|r̂z|n; 0, kx, ky〉

= iaz

2π

∫ π/az

−π/az

dkzAn(kx, ky, kz ). (4)

Here, for specific (kx, ky) string, bands that are not fully
occupied under doping are discarded for approximation (the
results are shown in Supplemental Material Fig. S3 [25]).

Symmetry-controlled s-d coupling. CIPS is a vdW layered
material, with each layer formed by metal cations inserted

FIG. 1. The top and side view of bulk CIPS with Cu atoms at
the Oh, C3v , and T ′

d sites. Inset: Enlarged side view with different Cu
positions.

into a hexagonal sublattice of the ethane-like [P2S6]4– an-
ionic unit. As shown in Fig. 1, the metal cations Cu1+ and
In3+ fill the interstitial sites of this framework alternatively,
forming another honeycomb sublattice. In this structure, each
In3+ ion is relatively fixed at the position close to the cen-
ter of an octahedral formed by six surrounding S2– ions.
Meanwhile, the position of Cu1+ ion may displace in the
out-of-plane direction, and this displacement is the main con-
tributor to electric polarization, as established in previous
studies [21].

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we label three typical sites of the
Cu1+ ion in the lattice depending on its out-of-plane displace-
ment: (i) the octahedral site at the center of the S2– octahedral
within each layer, which has local Oh site symmetry; (ii) the
triangular site at the center of the S2– triangle on the side
of each layer, which has a local C3v symmetry; and (iii) the
tetrahedral site at the center of a distorted S2– tetrahedral in
the vdW gap between the layers, which has an approximate
Td symmetry (T ′

d ). Previous works have revealed that there
is a quadrupole-well potential profile for Cu1+ displacement
the ground state has Cu1+ at the triangular site, and there also
exists a metastable state with Cu1+ located near the tetrahedral
site [11,13]. The octahedral site, on the other hand, has never
been found to be stable.

To understand this quadrupole well structure, two factors
have to be taken into consideration. First, the previously iden-
tified three sites have different local site symmetries. Second,
the Cu1+ ion, with the electronic configuration of [Ar]3d10,
has a fully occupied d shell with energies that are close to
the unoccupied s orbitals [26], which we found to be very
delocalized (as shown in Supplemental Material Fig. S4 [25]
and Refs. [27,28] therein). Thus, we name these s orbitals
the host s orbitals. This can be seen from the projected band
structure in Fig. 2(a) obtained by first-principles calculations
where Cu’s 3d and host s orbitals give large contributions to
the bands near the Fermi level. Cu’s 3d orbitals mainly con-
tribute to the states below the bandgap, and the host s orbitals
mainly contribute to the state above the gap. The proximity
of the orbital energies tends to enhance the s-d interaction.
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FIG. 2. (a) The projected band structure of the CIPS primitive cell with C3v local symmetry. (b) Change in energy versus the Cu
displacement with different c lattice; λ = 0 and λ = 0.5 refer to Cu in the midplane of the layer and vdW gap, respectively. The energy
of the C3v site is set to zero. (c) The PDOS of CIPS with Cu at the C3v and T ′

d sites.

Previously, others [29,30] have shown that the s-d interaction
strength is a critical factor influencing Cu ion diffusion in
typical semiconductors such as silicon and CdS. Here, we find
that the rich ferroelectric behaviors in CIPS share a similar
origin.

The key point is that the s-d coupling sensitively depends
on the local symmetry at the Cu1+ site. These sites belong
to three types of symmetry. When the Cu1+ ion occupies
the octahedral site (corresponding to the paraelectric state),
its d orbitals split into eg and t2g subgroups of the local Oh

symmetry group. Meanwhile, at the center of Brillouin zone
�, the unoccupied s orbitals belong to the a1g representation.
Since there are no common representations between the d
orbitals and the s orbitals, the s-d coupling is forbidden, which
raises the total energy of the paraelectric state. When the
Cu1+ ion moves to the triangular site, the local symmetry
lowers to C3v and the Cu d orbitals fall under the a1 and e
representations. Meanwhile, the unoccupied s orbital trans-
forms to an a1 representation. As a result, the s-d coupling
is now allowed, and the energy of the system is lowered
because of the common representation (a1). Finally, when
the Cu1+ ion is at the (distorted) tetrahedral site, it has an
approximate Td symmetry. In this case, although s-d coupling
is not forbidden, it is not as strong as the triangular site, which
is discussed later. It is noted that the p-d coupling, although
allowed by symmetry, has little effect on the energetics of
pristine CIPS because both the p and d orbitals are fully
occupied.

The previous analysis shows that the triangular site is
favored by its stronger s-d coupling compared to the other
two sites. In the meantime, the triangular site should have a
larger strain energy cost than the other two (due to the shorter
distance between Cu and sulfur); but, often in such structural
distortions (as in the Jahn-Teller effect), the strain energy
contribution is subdominant. To confirm our expectation, we
compute the potential energy surface under Cu displacements.
Namely, we plot the change in total energy of the system
(using the total energy of the C3v state as reference) as a
function of the z displacement of Cu1+ ions from the midplane
(set as λ = 0) of a layer (i.e., the octahedral site) (Supple-
mental Material Calculation Details [25]). From the results in
Fig. 2(b), we find that the most stable site for Cu1+ is indeed
the triangular site. For this state, the projected density of states

(PDOS) result clearly indicates a strong hybridization among
the s and d orbitals (see Fig. 2(c) and the hybrid function
results in (Supplemental Material Fig. S5 [25]), consistent
with our analysis. From Fig. 2(b), one also observes that the
octahedral site is a local maximum due to the forbidden s-d
coupling. For the (distorted) tetrahedral site, the s-d coupling
is not forbidden, but the occupied Cu d levels move up in
energy compared to the triangular site, indicating that s-d
coupling becomes weak. Nevertheless, each Cu1+ ion here
has one more coordinated S (SB from the nearby layer) than
the triangular site. Therefore, the occupied SB-p states move
down in energy at the tetrahedral site because of the enhanced
s-p coupling by the reduced distance between SB and Cu1+.
As a result, the enhanced Cu-SB bonding partly compensates
for the weakened s-d coupling at the tetrahedral site. As the
interlayer space is sensitive to the out-of-plane lattice constant
for vdW materials, this tetrahedral site can transform into a
metastable or even the most stable site by reducing the lattice
constant. This scenario is indeed confirmed by our calculation
result in Fig. 2(b), which shows that the tetrahedral site be-
comes most stable when the lattice parameter c is less than
13.26 Å. It is noted that with a larger Cu z displacement,
the tetrahedral site also has a larger electric polarization.
Although the negative piezoelectric response is popular for
vdW polar materials, the observed giant value of negative
longitudinal piezoelectricity in CIPS results from such a shift
of Cu1+ [11].

Hole-doping effect. With an understanding from the pre-
vious discussion, we can now devise another approach to
transform the ground-state configuration from the triangular
site (corresponding to relatively low electric polarization) to
the tetrahedral site (corresponding to relatively high electric
polarization). This is achieved by hole doping. The reason is
that the valence band maximum (VBM) is mainly contributed
by the Cu d orbitals. By depleting the d orbital occupation,
we effectively lower the energy gain from the s-d coupling,
which, as we have clarified, is the main factor stabilizing
the triangular site configuration. Thus, we expect hole doping
to change the energy difference between the triangular and
tetrahedral sites. This is indeed confirmed by our calculation,
as shown in Fig. 3. One can see the tetrahedral site becomes
more and more stable with increasing hole-doping levels and
becomes the most stable position for the Cu atoms when the
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FIG. 3. Change in energy versus the Cu displacement with low
doping concentration. The energy of the T ′

d site is set to zero.

hole-doping concentration reaches 0.02 hole/Cu. Beyond this
level, the system switches from a low electric polarization
state to a high electric polarization state. This is a surpris-
ing result because, in general, carrier doping will screen the
long-range dipole-dipole electrostatic interaction to suppress
polar distortions [31–33]. Thus, it is difficult to realize fer-
roelectricity in a metallic system, although the concept of
“ferroelectric metal” was raised by Anderson and Blount [34]
almost 50 years ago. Only in LiOsO3 [35] and 2D WTe2

systems [36,37] has this behavior been confirmed experi-
mentally. Carrier doping ferroelectrics [38] and superlattice
design [39,40] have been proposed to enrich the ferroelec-
tric metal families in the past ten years. The polarizations
in ferroelectrics may sustain within certain carrier doping
concentrations due to the “meta-screening effect” [41] or the
“short-range Coulomb force” [42], but are gradually sup-
pressed to zero with further doping. Until now, only in some
special ferroelectrics where polarizations are not originated
from long-range Coulomb interactions or decoupled from the
electrons around the Fermi level [43–46] has carrier-induced
polar distortion enhancement been predicted. Nevertheless,
these phenomena are still rare and still lack experimental
evidence. Here, this counterintuitive phenomenon in CIPS is
enabled by a special mechanism, i.e., the doping weakens the
s-d coupling, changes the relative energy difference between
two polarization configurations, and eventually causes the
switch from a low polarization state to a high polarization
state.

Our calculations show that the electric polarization of CIPS
increases from 4.26 μC/cm2 without doping to 10.73 μC/cm2

with doping, exhibiting the anomalous enhancement of polar-
ization by carrier doping. As in Supplemental Material Fig.
S10 [25], the valence band dispersion along �-A is flat with
no band crossing the Fermi level at T ′

d sites, thus along the z
direction the polarization can be well defined. Moreover, the
corresponding conductive charge density is nonuniform and
reaches zero in the vdW gap, indicating the introduced carriers
may have difficulty flowing along the out-of-plane direction to
screen the polar distortions completely, and the doped CIPS
can be considered as a ferroelectric metal.

With a higher concentration of hole doping, the importance
of s-d coupling will further diminish, and crystal field splitting
of the d orbitals becomes more important (see schema in Sup-
plemental Material Fig. S7 [25]). Above 0.25 hole/Cu doping,
the ground state of CIPS returns to the paraelectric state (i.e.,
Cu1+ occupies the octahedral site). Interestingly, entering the
paraelectric phase is accompanied by the emergence of a
spontaneous ferromagnetic state. This magnetic ordering can
be attributed to the large density of states (DOS) at the VBM
around the doping level of 0.25 hole/Cu, as in Fig. 4(a) and
in Supplemental Material Figs. S8 and S9 [25]. In this case,
the VBM is mainly contributed by Cu eg orbitals, giving a high
DOS peak [25]. This leads to a Stoner-type ferromagnetism of
1 µB/hole [47,48]. The ferromagnetism is stable (20 meV/Cu
lower than the antiferromagnetic configuration when doping is
0.25 hole/Cu, as shown in Supplemental Material Fig. S9(b)
[25]) and is strongly coupled with the electric polarization
state [Fig. 4(b)]. Thus, by controlled hole doping, we can
achieve a new type of magnetoelectric coupling in CIPS.

Discussion. We have clarified the importance of s-d
coupling in CIPS, which offers a simple and unified under-
standing of many of its unusual behaviors. To support this
picture further, we perform a comparative study of systems
with Cu replaced by other elements with similar ionic radius,
including Li (without d electrons), and Ni and Co (with d9

and d8 configurations, respectively). As shown in Fig. 4(c),
different from CIPS, the most stable site is the paraelectric
octahedral site for Li and Co, and the tetrahedral site for Ni
(with similar energy to the octahedral site). Most importantly,
for all these cases, the triangular site corresponds to a local
maximum. The comparison highlights the special character of
Cu1+, which possess stronger s-d couplings, and explains the
nonpolar structure of metal thio(seleno)-phosphates without
Cu1+ (e.g., Mn2P2S6 and Ni2P2S6 [49]).

We have shown that after hole doping, CIPS can become
a polar metal, even with a transition to a high polarization
state at a certain doping level. From the calculated band struc-
ture in Supplemental Material Fig. S10 [25], we see that the
doped system has a quasi-2D electronic character (i.e., with
much less dispersion along the z direction). This suggests
that external electric fields along the z direction may not be
fully screened, and polarization switching could potentially
be achieved just like the previous examples in WTe2 [36] and
Bi5Ti5O17 [50]. Such a possibility could be explored experi-
mentally.

The s-d coupling in CIPS is sensitive to hole doping and is
important for the ferroelectric transition barrier or the relative
energy of different sites, which can explain the anomalous
polarization switching process observed in experiments. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), the transition barrier of polarization re-
versal can be reduced from 0.23 eV without doping to as low
as 0.06 eV at a doping concentration of 0.25 hole/Cu. The
vacancy of Cu (VCu) is easy to form in CIPS due to the p-d
antibonding nature of the top valence band state, and holes are
introduced naturally in the region around VCu. Thus, the transi-
tion barrier around VCu is much lower than the region without
VCu and it is easy to flip the polarization direction around VCu.
The region with few or no VCu acts as a pinning field, restrain-
ing the polarization reversal at low temperatures, which can
be only activated at high temperatures. The large transition
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FIG. 4. (a) The PDOS of CIPS with Oh local symmetry. (b) Energy versus Cu displacement at high doping concentration. Inset: Spin
density of paraelectric CIPS with 0.25 hole/Cu (isosurface 0.0015 e/Bohr3). The energy of Oh site is set to zero. (c) Energy versus monovalent
ion displacement. The energy of most stable sites is set to zero.

barrier of perfect CIPS also helps to prevent the polarization
reversal against fluctuation, resulting in the nearly permanent
retention of polarization observed experimentally [16].

Conclusion. We studied the origin of the polarization state
of vdW layered material CIPS by group theory analysis and
first-principles calculations. The versatile polarization state in
CIPS can be explained by the balance between symmetry-
controlled s-d and s-p coupling, and the crystal field effect.
The out-of-plane ferroelectricity is not suppressed, but is
strongly enhanced at moderate hole doping, and ferroelec-
tric metal can be realized in CIPS. Moreover, under high
hole-doping concentrations, the paraelectric phase becomes

stable and ferromagnetism emerges due to localization of the
Cu d orbitals that can be turned on and off electrically by
switchable paraelectric and ferroelectric states. Therefore, our
results not only pave a way to realizing ferroelectric metal,
they also broaden the scope of magnetoelectric coupling
mechanisms.
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